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ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS RESEARCHER PROBES 
CHERNOBYL FALLOUT IN UM LECTURE OCT. 8
MISSOULA -
A researcher and author will examine the environmental impact and ethical questions raised 
in the wake of the Chernobyl nuclear accident at a public lecture on The University of 
Montana—Missoula campus Tuesday, Oct. 8.
Kristin Shrader-Frechette, distinguished research professor of philosophy and environmental 
sciences at the University of South Florida, will discuss "Continuing Catastrophe: Chernobyl and 
How It Affects Us" as the second speaker in the 1996-97 President’s Lecture Series. Her free talk 
begins at 8 p.m. in UM’s Urey Lecture Hall.
Shrader-Frechette has written 12 books and hundreds of articles on science and 
environmental ethics, including her most recent book, "Technology and Human Values."
She is working on two new books, "Ecological Risk Assessment" and "Radiation, Protection and 
Ethics."
"She’s established a range of expertise in the fields of philosophy, science and ethics," said 
Richard Drake, UM history professor and organizer of the lecture series. "She’s a powerhouse. I 
think she’s going to make a huge impact here."
Shrader-Frechette earned a doctorate in philosophy from the University of Notre Dame and 
did postdoctoral work in biology, economics and hydrogeology. She has held Woodrow Wilson 
Foundation, National Science Foundation and Carnegie Foundation fellowships in philosophy of
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science, and has held offices or served on committees in the American Philosophical Association, 
the Philosophy of Science Association, the Society for Philosophy and Technology and the U.S. 
National Academy of Sciences.
The National Science Foundation has continuously funded her research since 1981. 
Shrader-Frechette serves as associate editor of BioScience and editor-in-chief of the Oxford 
University Press monograph series on environmental ethics and science policy and serves on the 
editorial boards of 17 professional journals. She has served as an adviser to numerous 
governments and international organizations including the United Nations and the World Health 
Organization.
m
Contact: Richard Drake, 243-2981; Kristin Shrader-Frechette, (813) 974-5224.
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